
AGents  By  Catalano  On
Partnering With World League
Of Agents
Throughout this series, we introduce you to World League of
Agents (WLoA) and their members. A non-profit international
Network.  WLoA  brings  together  yacht  agents  with  long
outstanding expertise from across the globe, each committed to
providing  exceptional  service  and  well-known  for  their
expertise and know-how.

As a consequence of the good service delivered locally, these
agents  were  often  requested  to  give  referrals  in  other
locations for agents who provide the same quality of service.
It’s founders recognised that it was necessary for agents to
unite and compromise to a standard service. WLoA members are
located  in  all  popular  yachting  hubs  such  as  Spain,
France,  Monaco,  Italy,  Croatia,  Turkey,  Malta,  The  UK  &
Ireland, The US, The Caribbean, and many more.

In this article, we put the spotlight on AGents by Catalano,
providing a background on the history of the company and their
reasons for uniting with World League of Agents.
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About AGents By Catalano
With various locations throughout the mediterranean, AGents by
Catalano are a well established yacht service agency that
provide high-end support for Superyachts.

Founded in 1997 as Catalano Shipping Services, the company’s
focus has always been on quality and efficiency of service.
This has enabled them to constantly develop into a multi-
service agency that can assist clients across the board.

By combining local knowledge and international expertise with
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a  sense  of  hospitality  and  personality,  Catalano  Shipping
Services continue to look for new ways to make yachting easier
for owners and crew and state that: “We enjoy making people
happy and pride ourselves on being able to find effective
answers and solutions to any request or requirement put to us
by our clients”

“The direction we have given to our company from day one, is
intimately linked to the intrinsic values of boating and to a
passion for service. What are these core values, the most
fundamental to us? To be rigorous, to be a team player and to
constantly  seek  progress,  in  such  a  way  as  to  generate
satisfaction and to take it as far as possible” – Laurent
Certaldi, C.E.O of Catalano Shipping Services

Speaking of their partnership with World League of Agents,
C.E.O Laurent Certaldi states that it stemmed from the desire
to ensure that their clients experience the same level of
service across the board in all yachting locations:

“Today, through the “World League of Agents” and the great
players which compose it, we are happy to make sure our
clients can enjoy the same standards and level of commitment
almost anywhere around the globe” 

Their Services include but are not limited to:

Berthing
Customs Formalities
Visa Services & Immigration
Fiscal Representation
Provisioning
Fuel Supply
Itinerary Planning
Travel Arrangements
Logistics/Warehousing
Transport



To learn more about World League of Agents and all of their
member’s destinations globally, visit their website.

To learn more about AGents By Catalano and their Yacht
Services click here.
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